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Packing all the thrills and
joys of motor sports in one event!

An international race series
born in Japan

With a full roster of top racing drivers from Japan and abroad,
SUPER GT has the formula for thrilling, top-flight racing every
time. Every race brings non-stop battles that captivate the fans,
as rivals compete to win the day or take the series championship
titles. SUPER GT brings you motorsport at its very best in one
action-packed entertainment arena.

Since its start as the Japan GT Championship in
1994, SUPER GT has gone on to established itself
as one of Asia ʼ s leading international race series,
which includes a round in Southeast Asia. Now, with
moves like a car regulation integration begun with
Germanyʼs Deutsche Tourenwagen Masters (DTM),
it has become an international race series that is
leading developments in the world of GT racing.

What is

SUPER GT?
An appealing array of unique
Japanese and foreign machines
SUPER GT is contested by a great variety of race machines based
on high-performance GT cars by automakers from Japan and
abroad that bring extra excitement to the racing. The fair and strict
regulations these cars conform to keep the field level for even
competitive potential. The machines also feature cutting-edge
technology aimed at making their performance eco-friendly and safe.

Entertainment of the highest level and
a variety of other values
We make sure that every SUPER GT event features a wide variety of attractions
that even first-time motorsport spectators and families can enjoy, and thanks to
this array of entertainment besides the racing, our events boast an exceptionally
high spectator draw. We are also actively involved in programs that contribute to
society, such as activities promoting traffic safety and support for disaster victims,
environmental projects and more.
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The Series Schedule and Circuits
The SUPER GT series will consist of eight official rounds running from April to November at seven circuits in Japan and one in Thailand.
In addition to competing for the win and top places at each race, the teams aim to win the season titles in the Driver and Team categories in the two classes.
In 2019, there are also plans to hold two joint events with Germanyʼs DTM series, one in Germany and one in Japan.

Sportsland SUGO

2019 SUPER GT Series Schedule
Twin Ring Motegi

Fuji Speedway

Japan

Rd.1 OKAYAMA International Circuit (Okayama)

Apr.13 (Sat) – 14 (Sun)

Rd.2 Fuji Speedway (Shizuoka)

May.3 (Fri) – 4 (Sat)

Rd.3 Suzuka Circuit (Mie)

May.25 (Sat) – 26 (Sun)

Rd.4 Chang International Circuit (Thailand)

Jun.29 (Sat) – 30 (Sun)

Rd.5 Fuji Speedway (Shizuoka)

Aug.3 (Sat) – 4 (Sun)

Rd.6 AUTOPOLIS (Oita)

Sep.7 (Sat) – 8 (Sun)

Rd.7 Sportsland SUGO (Miyagi)

Sep.21 (Sat) – 22 (Sun)

Rd.8 Twin Ring Motegi (Tochigi)

Nov.2 (Sat) – 3 (Sun)

Circumstances may require changes in the schedule or number of rounds.

Suzuka Circuit

2019 SUPER GT Ofﬁcal Test Schedule
Thailand

OKAYAMA International Circuit (Okayama)

Mar.16 (Sat) – 17 (Sun)

Fuji Speedway (Shizuoka)

Mar.30 (Sat) – 31 (Sun)

Circumstances may require changes in the schedule or number of rounds.

Okayama Internatinal Circuit
AUTOPOLIS

Chang International Circuit
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The Race Machines – GT500 Class
The premier class of the two SUPER GT classes is the GT500 Class.
It is competed by high-performance sports cars built for the teams by Japanʼs three representative carmakers and specially modified for racing with engines
that pump out more than 500 hp. From 2019, plans call for joint events to be held with cars from Germanyʼs DTM series.

Honda NSX-GT
The Honda machine is based on its high-performance
sports car “NSX.” As with the production model, it
features a mid-ship engine layout.

LEXUS LC500
Lexus enters a machine taking its new luxury
coupe “LC500” as its base model.

Participating tire makers

NISSAN GT-R NISMO GT500
The Nissan machine takes the flagship sports car
“GT-R” (R35) as its base model.
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The Race Machines – GT300 Class
The other class in SUPER GT is the GT300 Class, where not only Japanese cars but a large number of foreign makers' GT cars participate.
The cars conform to one of three regulations, the FIA GT3 cars manufactured and sold by the car makers as full-fledged race cars, the JAF-GT300 cars
heavily modified by the individual teams, and the “Mother Chassis” (JAF-GT300 MC) cars adopting unified parts developed and sold by GTA.

Mercedes-Benz
FIA GT3

Mercedes AMG GT3

FIA GT3

911GT3 R

FIA GT3

CONTINENTAL GT

BMW
FIA GT3

M6 GT3

FIA GT3

HURACAN GT3

JAF GT300 MC

86 MC

Porsche

NISSAN
FIA GT3

GT-R NISMO GT3

FIA GT3

NSX GT3

JAF GT300 MC

Mark X MC

Lamborghini

RC F

FIA GT3

R8 LMS

JAF GT300 MC

EVORA MC

Honda

TOYOTA

BENTLEY

LEXUS

FIA GT3

AUDI

TOYOTA

LOTUS

Participating tire makers

JAF GT300

TOYOTA
PRIUS

SUBARU
JAF GT300

BRZ GT300
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Participating Drivers
The drivers participating in SUPER GT are among the worldʼs best and most famous from Japan and abroad, including ones with F1 experience and success in a variety of world championships.
In 2018, when the 2009 F1 champion Jenson Button joined the ranks SUPER GT drivers, it drew worldwide attention.

Jenson Button GT500 Champion

Tomoki Nojiri GT500

Ryo Hirakawa GT500

Kamui Kobayashi GT500

The 2009 F1 world champion, Button is well
known in Japan as a Honda F1 driver. He
participates full-time in the GT500 class from
2018 and won the series champion.

After accumulating achievements in the
racing kart and Japanese F3 Championship,
Nojiri participated in the GT500 as an NSXGT driver since 2014. He has resulted 3
wins and 5 pole positions in the past two
years, which prove his speed.

In addition to being the youngest All Japan
F3 champion ever, Hirakawa won the GT500
class champion at the age of 23 in 2017.

A Former F1 driver, Kobayashi participates fulltime in the GT500 class for the first time in
the 2018 season after a spot entry in the 2017
season. His 3rd-place finish in an F1 race is
the best ever for a Japanese driver, and he
holds the WEC record at Le Mans.

Ronnie Quintarelli GT500

Satoshi Motoyama GT500

One of the leading Nissan drivers, Quintarelli
began his racing career full-scale in Japan
and is proud holder of the record for most
GT500 class titles with four.

One of the top Nissan drivers, Motoyama has
won the GT500 championship three times.
He has also won the championship in Japanʼs
top Formula class four times.

Haruki Kurosawa

GT300 Champion
Korusawa has participated in the SUPER
GT since 2002 after having experienced
British F3. He won his first GT300 class
champion in 2018 with winning one round.
Haruki's father, Motoharu Kurosawa, is a
car critic and also legendary racing driver.

Shinichi Takagi GT300
Takagi is a perennial title contender since he
first began competing in GT300 in 1999 and
he hold the record for most class wins with
20*. He won the GT300 championship in 2001.
*As of 2018 series ends
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Team Directors
The directors of the teams competing in SUPER GT are mostly legends of the world of Japanese motorsport, and a good number are former star driver with careers in
F1 or accolades from races like the 24 Hours of Le Mans. They bring greatness to the series with their team leadership, race strategies and mentoring of young drivers.

Kunimitsu Takahashi

Satoru Nakajima

Aguri Suzuki

Masanori Sekiya

A competitor in both domestic and overseas
motorcycle and car racing since the 1960s,
Takahashi is a seasoned veteran who continued
to compete in GT races to the age of 59.

The first Japanese driver to hold a regular F1
seat, Nakajima is also a famed team director
who has discovered and forwarded the
careers of numerous outstanding drivers.

The first Japanese to finish 3rd in an F1
race, Suzuki is now the leader of the
ARTA teams and an active promoter of
motor sports.

In 1995 Sekiya became the first Japanese
to take the overall win in the 24 Hours of
Le Mans. He is also known for his skill in
mentoring young drivers.

Juichi Wakisaka

Kazuyoshi Hoshino

Masahiko Kondo

A 3-time champion of the GT500 class as
a driver, Wakisaka became a GT500 team
director in 2016 and now aims to win the
championship in his new role.

As a driver, Hoshino was known as “The
fastest man in Japan.” Today he is a
passionate team director dedicated to
competitive excellence.

A popular talent in Japan ʼs pop music
world, Kondo also became a top-class race
driver. Since retiring as a driver, he has
continued to be a front-line team director.

Ukyo Katayama
After winning the nickname of “Kamikaze Ukyo”
as a popular F1 driver, Katayama also competed
later in GT500. Since retiring as a driver, he
has led his teams to three GT300 Driver titles.
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Sporting Regulations
The SUPER GT competition rules are designed to ensure an exciting race experience that is also fair and regulated to ensure safety as well.
Also, to ensure that no single machine dominates the competition, the SUPER GT competition rules and technical regulations are set to ensure that
overall team strength throughout the season determines the eventual winners.

GT500

GT300

Two classes racing together

Weight handicap system

Two drivers and a required pit stop

The races are competed in two classes, the GT500 class, and the
GT300 class, running together in the same race. This increases the
number of cars and teams competing on the track at any one time.
Running these two classes with their difference in speed potential also
ensures constant overtake scenes throughout the race and makes for a
more intense test of driver skills.

The teams win championship points based on their race results, but
they are also levied a load of handicap weights in proportion with the
points they win to equalize the relative competitiveness. In addition, the
handicaps are reduced and finally eliminated at the end of the series.
This ensures that the overall strength of the teams throughout the
series is tested and keeps the competition more intense and exciting.

The races are competed by teams of two drivers (three possible in
the long-distance races). This means at least one mid-race pit stop
is required to change drivers, as well as the refueling operation and
other work such as tire changes. The time required for these pit tasks
is included in the race time, so the skills of the pit crew and the teamʼs
decisions also affect the race outcome.

Multiple tire suppliers

Season championship ensures full-series participation

FRO (Rescue system)

Unlike other race series like F1 that have gone to a single tire supplier
in recent years, SUPER GT maintains a policy of allowing multiple tire
makers to supply tire for the teams. Besides contributing to development
of tire-making technology, the resulting PR activities by the tire makers
helps stimulate motor sports and the automotive industry.

SUPER GT is a series competition where the final championship title is
decided by the cumulative points earned in all the races in the seasonʼs
series. The ultimate goal of the teams is to win the championship title,
which keeps the teams competing at the top level throughout the season
in terms of driver skills, machine performance and team strategy.

SUPER GT deploys its own specialized rescue system called FRO (first
rescue operation). During the entire competition duration a FRO vehicle
manned by a doctor and rescue crew is on standby at trackside.
Should trouble or an accident occur, it is ready to perform immediate
first aid/rescue measures and ensure safety.
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Technical Regulations
All SUPER GT cars are built in line with our Technical Regulations as high-performance racecars outfitted with a full array of safety equipment.
The GT500 class cars basically comply with the JAF-GT500 regulations, and from 2020 they will conform to the unified “CLASS 1” regulation set jointly with DTM.
In the GT300 class, cars conforming to the FIA GT3, JAF-GT300 or JAF-GT300MC regulation can compete.

©TOYOTA

Participating Cars

Monocoque

Engines

The cars participating in SUPER GT are race-specific cars that take
production GT cars or commercially sold sports cars as a base to be
modified for racing in line with the JAF/FIA and GTA technical (car)
regulations. These technical regulations are formulated with concern
for safety and environmental friendliness as well as performance.

The monocoque used in the GT500 class is a carbon monocoque built
in Japan according to the same “CLASS 1” regulation shared with
DTM. The GT300 class cars use basic chassis designs that conform to
the different regulations, but those conforming to the JAF-GT300MC
regulation use a specialized carbon monocoque developed by GTA.

The GT500 Class machines mount in-line 4-cylinder, 2-liter, direct- injection
turbocharged engines that are developed independently by the respective
carmakers. The GT300 class cars adopting the FIA GT format use the
engines developed by the respective carmakers. The JAF-GT300 regulation
cars can use engines built by the modelʼs respective carmaker, but if the
GTA Mother Chassis is use, the engine is also one supplied by GTA.

TOPIC

SUPER GT and DTM set new "CLASS 1” Regulation
Aerodynamic Parts

Output Restriction

For the GT500 class, the technical regulation is designed to help prevent
excessive development competition by limiting the aerodynamic
devices to specification parts and common parts. For the GT300 class,
there are differences in the three regulations, but with regard to the
JAF-GT cars, there is room left for individual development of parts in
order to encourage the growth of “Japan Monozukuri” technology.

For the GT500 class, output restriction to even the performance of the
cars is done by means of a fuel-flow restrictor to control fuel flow in
terms of volume per increment of time, and this technology is also an
outgrowth of technological development to improve environmental
friendliness. In the GT300 class cars, output restriction is done by
means of an air restrictor that limits the amount of engine air intake.

Over a period of five years, the GTA (SUPER GT) and ITR (DTM)
have negotiated to set a new “CLASS 1” technical regulation
designed to ensure a high-level balance of race performance, safety
and economy. The setting of the finalized regulation was completed
in June of 2018, and in 2019, all DTM cars will comply with this
new CLASS 1regulation, followed by compliance by all GT500 cars
in 2020. Prior to this full compliance by both series, plans call for
joint races for cars of the two series to be held in 2019.
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The History of SUPER GT
The SUPER GT began in 1994 as the All-Japan GT Championships (JGTC). Overseas race has held from 2000. Since 2005, it has become the SUPER GT.
During its history, SUPER GT, as an international series from Japan, has been steadily mobilizing spectators and drawing attention from domestic and overseas motor sports fans.

Overseas race held

100th SUPER GT race held

The first overseas race was held at
the Malaysiaʼs Sepang International
Circuit in June.

The final race of this yearʼs series
was the memorable 100th SUPER
GT race cumulative from the JGTC era.

Regulation unification
finalized with DTM as “Class 1”
The technical regulation to unify
the SUPER GT GT500 class and
DTM car regulations was finalized
and designated as “Class 1.”
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The GT500 class technical
regulation was unified with
that of DTM as a move toward
globalization. Also, an official
round of the series was held
in Thailand at the Chang
International Circuit.
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The direct predecessor of SUPER GT was
the Japan GT Championship (JGTC). The
first JGTC race in 1994 was competed by
18 machines in a five-race series.

199

Technical regulations unified
with DTM. Round in Thailand
for the first time

From this year the Malaysia GP
became part of the official series.
This was the first time a Japanese
motorsport competition grew to
include and overseas race.
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Official series race overseas
Start of JGTC

In the seriesʼ 20th year,
the 149th race is held
Counting from the first race of the
inaugural year of the Japan GT
Championship (JGTC) in 1994, this year
(2013) saw the GT series celebrate its
20th season and the total number of
official series races reached 149.

Exhibition race in the USA
An exhibition race was held at the
California Speedway on Americaʼs
West Coast. Of course, this was
the first holding of a Japaneseoriginal race competition in the USA.

All-star Race held
To build fan satisfaction, JGTC added
an All-star Race after the end of the
season with competitors chosen by
fan votingree

Birth of the SUPER GT as an
international series
With an overseas race now an official
part of the schedule, the JGTC was
renamed the SUPER GT with FIA
affiliation as an international race series.

Demo run by DTM machines at
the Final Round

Fuji Sprint Cup held
To SUPER GT, with its strong
endurance race nature, the Fuji
Sprint Cup (JAF GP title) brought
an exciting new aspect.

GT300 Mother chassis enters use
Full-fledged participation of cars using
the GT300 “Mother chassis” began,
enabling Japanese teams to utilize
their race technology.

A demo run was held by both
SUPER GT and DTM machines at
the final round of the season as
a demonstration of collaboration
between the two series.
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Awards / Prizes
For each race of the SUPER GT series there are awards and prizes to recognized the achievements of the drivers and teams.
It is the motivation to win these accolades that spurs the drivers and teams on to excel in the heat of competition and inspires excitement and admiration for their winners in the fans.

Series Awards

Autobacs Trophy

Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry Cup（GT500）

Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism Cup（GT300）

Liberal Democratic Party of Japan Motor Sports Promotion Federation Cup（GT300）

This trophy is given by Autobacs Seven Co., Ltd. for
outstanding performance in the annual series (1st,
2nd and 3rd places) to the top three finishers (drivers
and teams) in the GT500 and GT300 classes.

This special SUPER GT award is presented by the
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry to the
winning team of the seasonʼs GT500 championship in
recognition of outstanding performance in motorsport
based on state-of-the-art technology and the
contribution to Japanese automotive culture.

The Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism Cup is awarded to the highest finishing JAFGT300 or Mother Chassis car in the GT300 season
championship ranking as a special award recognizing
the contribution to Japanese automotive industry
development technology.

From the Liberal Democratic Party of Japan Motor
Sports Promotion Federation established for the
purpose of advancement of Japanese automotive
culture and contributing to society through motorsport,
a cup is awarded to the seasonʼs GT300 Championship
winning team.

Autobacs Award

J SPORTS Best Performance Award

ZF Best Mechanics Award

EBBRO Pole Position Award

The Autobacs trophy is presented to the winning
drivers in the GT500 and GT300 classes for each race.

A J Sports award for best performance in each race is
awarded to one team along with a monetary prize in the
J Sports broadcast.

This award is presented to the mechanics of one team
for outstanding achievement during race week for
each round.

An award plaque is given to the pole position-winning
drivers in the GT500 and GT300 class recognizing there
achievement as fastest driver in the qualifying.

Autobacs Seven Co., Ltd.
Head ofﬁces: Tokyo / President and Representative Director: Kiomi Kobayashi
A large retail chain in Japan selling automotive parts and repair
services. In addition to the Autobacs stores, the company also
runs Super Autobacs stores and more.

J Sports Corporation
Head ofﬁces: Tokyo / President and Representative Director: Shin Kinoshita
Satellite broadcasting company operating the Channel 4 sports
station (BS/CS) for domestic and foreign sports. J Sports is the
official SUPER GT broadcaster and publisher and marketer of
DVDs and sponsor of the seriesʼ Best Performance Award.

ZF Friedrichshafen AG
Head ofﬁces: Germany / CEO: Wolf-Henning Scheider
German automotive parts maker. A company with an over
100-year history in motor sports like DTM, where its highquality, reliable parts are used by many top teams.

MMP Co., Ltd.
Head ofﬁces: Shizuoka Pref. / CEO: Makoto Kiya
Leading Japanese maker of miniature model cars. Many diecast models of SUPER GT cars are manufactured and sold in
1:43 scale.

Race Awards
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Related Events
To maximize the satisfaction of fans that come to the circuit, SUPER GT offers them not only the race itself but an increasingly rich assortment of related events as well.
These events are aimed to offer appeal and entertainment for people of all ages, male and female alike.

Open Pit (Public Scrutineering)

Pit Walk

Kids Walk

Grid Walk

On the morning of the qualifying day, the area in front
of the pits is open to the fans to view the participating
cars. The cars are lined up in front of the pit area so fans
can get a close and leisurely look at them. This event is
especially popular among car lovers.

This popular event gives fans a chance to see the race
machines on display in front of the pits during time
slots when no machines are running on the track.
Fans get the chance to shake hands with drivers and
get autographs.

To heighten the assurance and fun of the circuit
experience for families that come with children,
this Pit Walk is organized as a special event limited
to children and their families after the official
competition on qualifying day.

The Grid Walk provides a rare chance for fans to enter
the starting grid area just before the final race starts
and to see the GT machines lined up in their grid
positions. This is a limited attraction and participants
must get a Grid Walk Pass beforehand.

Circuit Safari

Race Queens

Event Stage

PR / Sales booths

This is an original SUPER GT attraction popular among
fans. It lets the fans ride a bus along circuits during
free practice sessions.

Approximately 200 “Race Queens” (promotional
models) appear in each of the official rounds of SUPER
GT. Admired by many young women as well as male
fans, some of these models go on to careers in the
entertainment business.

Enjoyable stage events are scheduled as attractions
during the time slots between competition sessions.
They vary from driver talk shows to race queen stage
appearances and action shows for children and more.

Many booths are set up in the circuit event area during
race weekends where, in addition to food and beverages,
sponsor corporations actively engage in PR and offer
product-sampling service and a variety of related goods
for sale for the enjoyment of fans seeking souvenirs.
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Contributing to Society
SUPER GT, together with our fans, actively supports programs in welfare activities, social projects and automotive culture.
Through our ongoing support of these programs, we seek to make SUPER GT a venue that brings happiness to a large audience and build bonds for the future.

Traffic Safety Educational Activities

Recovery Support Activities for Heavy Rains Disaster of July 2018

Furusato Nouzei Promotion Activities

Off-track Lessons by SUPER GT Teams

In tie-ups with local police in the vicinity of domestic circuits where
series races are held, we conduct traffic safety awareness activities.
The SUPER GT drivers make official visits to the local police
departments, police cars are displayed on the paddock during the
“Pit Walk” events and pre-race parade laps with police motorcycle
squads and patrol cars leading the GT machines are held in front of
the large audience to help build awareness of traffic safety.

Disaster recovery support activities for areas affected
by the heavy rains of July 2018 will be held at each
round following Round 5 at Fuji Speedway. GT drivers
from the affected Hiroshima and Okayama prefectures
will join to solicit recovery donations.

In order to support the “hometowns” where SUPER
GT races are held, we advertise the Furusato Nouzei
programs (for tax-free products of each region)
conducted by the local governments of each host
town in the respective raceʼs official program (race
pamphlet). By participating in these programs, fans
can make a contribution to the regional prosperity.

SUPER GT team drivers and staff visit local elementary
and middle schools and vocational schools with their
racecars to give the students a chance to talk with the
drivers about “Realizing Your Dreams.” The students get
a chance for a close-up look at the GT race machines,
which sparks interest in automobile technology.

Forest Care Activities

Promoting Bone Marrow Donor Registry Programs

Support for people with Downʼs syndrome (LOVE JUNX)

Japan Self-Defense Forces Promotion Cooperation

With the aim of contributing to the preservation of water resources and
the prevention of global warming, SUPER GT participates in forest care
and maintenance activities in cooperation with the water departments
of the cities of Mimasaka in Okayama Prefecture and Yokohama in
Kanagawa Prefecture. In the program with Okayama Pref., the forest care
activities have helped win certification as a carbon dioxide-absorbing
forest area. In cooperation with the waterworks bureau of Yokohama, a
promotional booth is set up to publicize the activities to the fans.

An ongoing program to promote bone marrow donor
registration is held. Leaflets encouraging donor
registration are distributed at each of the rounds
held in Japan, actual donor registrations and stage
introductions of the program are made at some races.

We support the hip hop dance unit LOVE JUNX made
up of children with Downʼs syndrome. Opportunities are
provided for performances by the group before the races
at some series events in order to promote the program and
demonstrate the progress of the participating children.

Introduced in this program are the activities of the SelfDefense Forces, not only in Japanʼs defense but also in
rescue and aid in times of natural disasters and in postdisaster recovery activities. At the Pit Walk experience
and other events of some races, there are also displays
of special vehicles and PR booth activities. At the final
round at Motegi, a Japan Air Self-Defence Force F-2
fighter was displayed and gave a demonstration flight.
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Television broadcasts, official website media/ fan club
SUPER GT uses all forms of media from terrestrial and satellite TV, cable TV and the Internet to broadcast race action and information about the races and related events.
There is also an official SUPER GT Fan Club with services that help members get more enjoyment out of SUPER GT.

Terrestrial

BS / Cable
6-station networks of TX
TV Tokyo, TV Osaka, TV Aichi,
TV Hokkaido, TV Setouchi, TVQ Kyusyu
Households of reception: 39,000,000

J SPORTS
The only sports channel in Japan broadcasts programs via four channels.
Households of reception: 6,500,000

“SUPER GT + (Plus)”

SUPER GT broadcasts

“GTV”

This SUPER GT program is broadcast every Sunday from 23:30 to 24:00.
It features behind the scenes stories related to the races and close-up
reports about the exploits of the drivers, etc. Viewers appreciate the
deep-hitting reports by the casters with their race experience and all.

here are high-definition broadcasts of the qualifying and races of all
eight official rounds. These are followed by later edited “On Board Plus”
programs with added footage from the carsʼ on-board cameras. There
are also a year-end rerun editions.

J SPORTS This is a SUPER GT variety program brought to viewers by J
SPORTS periodically. Veteran motorsports journalist Jiro Takahashi serves
as the main anchorman providing insights into the race highlights and
expert points. Drivers and team directors make guest appearances.

Web media

Fan club

Official Web Site

Official Mobile Site

With its very large amount of access from both
Japan and abroad, this website serves as a central
source for SUPER GT
i n fo r m a t i o n . I t p o s t s
detailed results, race
reports and race photos.

During the races, flash reports are
posted live in an easy-to-access
format. There are also a variety of
other enjoyable mobile contents
including photos and fan columns.

Page View

Page View

*As of November 2018

*As of November 2018

973,000 PV/month
153,000 PV/month

4,700,000 PV/year

Offfical SNS

*As of November 2018

Twitter
twitter.com/SUPERGT_JP

51,000 Followers
Instagram
www.instagram.com/supergt_official/

35,000 Followers
Facebook
www.facebook.com/supergt.net/

21,000 Followers

The SUPER GT official fan club "SUPER GT Supporters
Club" get free admission to qualifying days, free Pit
Walk admission and other perks.

3,000

Members：
Mail magazine subscribers：22,520
*In 2018
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Related Goods
In addition to watching the races, we provide a variety of other ways to enjoy the SUPER GT world such as DVDs, books, games and model cars.
Also, original SUPER GT goods can be purchased over the Internet or at the official SUPER GT shops set up at the race venues.

Official Guidebook & Highlight Edition

Official DVDs

GAME

Original Goods

Motorsports magazine AUTO SPORT publishes the
official SUPER GT Guidebook, at the start of the
season, and a highlight edition at the end of the
season.
Publisher: Sanei Shobo

You can receive the official race DVDs for each race of the
2018 SUPER GT season with uncut coverage of the full
races (except Safety Car runs) with the official announcer,
Pierre Kitagawaʼs actual broadcast (2018 version).
Sold by: San-ei Shobo

This Gran Turismo SPORT, the latest version of the
Gran Turismo Real Driving Simulator series that has
sold a total of more than 80,040,000* copies, and it
features the SUPER GT machines.
Sold by: Sony Interactive Entertainment

There is s full lineup of items like SUPER GT logo
T-shirts and caps and much more. Also very popular
are items with the original character “Weight-chan”
designed in the image of SUPER GT ʼ s signature
weight handicap system.

*As of April 2018

MODEL CAR

SUPER GT Timing App

Gekiso! SUPER GT

EBBRO is a well-known brand of 1/43 die-cast model
cars. They are popular among collectors thanks to
their uncompromising attention to realism and detail.
Sold by: MMP

iPhone＆iPad dedicated application

This site is full of programs for enjoying SUPER GT,
such as race games, deco-mail, a calendar and more,
all accessible by smartphone or cell phone! The
wallpaper image is newly uploaded from day to day.

This iPhone and iPad dedicated application allows
you to enjoy the race action on the track in real-time.
Enjoy live timing data and also view positions of each
car on the circuit under the appʼs charging conditions.

*Compatible with NTT Docomo, SoftBank and au mobile phones and
devices with Android 2.0 or later. Monthly charge: 324 Yen (Incl. Tax)
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Spectator Counts and Event Scale
Since its 1994 launch SUPER GT/JGTC has continued to draw large crowds of spectators as the sport has developed.
The number of mobilization of SUPER GT is comparable to that of other domestic sports events.
For increase its event value, SUPER GT surveys its spectators through questionnaires on a regular basis.

Number of Spectators（2017）
Qualifying day

Rd.1 Okayama

10,700

[Reference] Average spectator counts for other sports
Race day

17,700

Total

28,400

SUPER GT
(Average of All 8rounds)

20,000

33,000

53,000

(Average of All 7rounds)

9,417

20,219

29,636

F1 Japanese GP

Rd.5 Fuji

22,100

38,300

60,400

Rd.6 SUGO

12,900

28,500

41,400

Rd.7 AUTOPOLIS

10,550

20,380

30,930

Rd.8 Modegi

21,000

37,000

58,000

Rd.4 Thailand

J League
(Professional soccer league, J1, per game)

Professional Baseball

(Central league ＆ Pacific league, J1, per game)

(people)

44

GT300:29

29,779

No. of staff

No. of race queens

Approx.

More than

1,000

00

GT300:79

GT500:15

19,064

00

GT500:32

No. of participating cars

81,000

00

388,066 people

No. of participating drivers

111

(Race Day)

29,486

00

Total annual spectators

SUPER FORMULA

80,0

Rd.3 Suzuka

48,508

60,0

86,300

40,0

55,000

20,0

31,300

0人

Rd.2 Fuji

200

*2018 Series Results
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Spectator Questionnaire – Profile
SUPER GT surveys its spectators through questionnaires. Based on this data, SUPER GT is able to provide information concerning marketing in the event localities,
survey results concerning trends among the fans and valuable marketing information for our sponsors.

Approximately 70% are in their 30s or 40s and are either company employees or civil servants.
Gender ratio

Age group

60s and over 1.6%

Female
15.5%

50s
19.0%

No. of
respondents
3,831

Company managers,
executives 2.9%

Temporary staff 2.2%
Others 3.4%

Freelance workers 4.3%

20s
14.2%

No. of
respondents
3,831

Male
84.5%

Occupation

10s 3.9%

Company employees
(office workers)
40.1%

Part-timers 4.5%
Junior-High, High School,
and College students 6.0%

No. of
respondents
3,831

30s
20.5%

40s
41.0%

Company employees
(technical fields)
36.5%

The large part of the spectator draw is from the circuit locality.
Residence (Rd.2 Fuji)

Residence (Rd.3 Suzuka)

Others
22.9%

Kanagawa
19.7%

No. of
respondents
938

Gunma 2.9%
Chiba 7.0%

Others
31.2%

Aichi

２5.1%

No. of
respondents
Osaka
586

Tokyo
16.1%

12.6%
Mie
11.3%

Kyoto 3.6%

Saitama
Shizuoka
9.2%
Aichi 11.7%
10.4%

Tokyo 4.3%
Gifu 4.6%
Hyogo 7.3%

Over half come to the events with family members.
with 4 2.6%
with 5 or more 2.7%

Whether accompanied,
and by how many people
with 3
10.1%
with 2
15.3%

solo
20.9%

No. of
respondents
3,831

with 1
43.1%

Who do spectators come to the circuit with?
Multiple answers/No. of respondents: 3,831

friends, acquaintances

40.2%（1,539）

children

32.8%（1,258）

spouse

25.7%（984）

relatives

16.1%（618）

couples

6.4%（247）

others

4.0%（152）

0

0
1,50

1,00

500

0

(people)

Many visitors in their 30s to 40s
come as families or with friends.

Survey locations/days: Rd. 1 Okayama – Rd. 8 Motegi (Excl. Rd.7 Thailand)
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Spectator Questionnaire – Awareness trends

Is this your ﬁrst time attending a
SUPER GT event?

Multiple answers / Top answer(s) selected

What did you look forward to when coming to SUPER GT?
Multiple answers / Top answer(s) selected

Website

Yes
9.2%
No. of
respondents
3,831

No
90.8%

For the reason that the company is
a race sponsor, have you purchased
that companyʼs products?

SUPER GT.net

2,844（74.2%）

AUTOSPORT Web

2,381（62.2%）

Circuit official

2,180（56.9%）

Driver, Team, Director official

1,627（42.5%）

Carmaker official

1,401（36.6%）

Yahoo! News

1,145（29.9%）

Taking pictures of the race cars and drivers

3,245（84.7%）

Shopping for race-related goods

3,179（83.0%）

(including window shopping)

Facebook／twitter／SNS

To visit PR booths and stages,
and participate in experience events

2,872（75.0％）

To meet the drivers or team managers I cheer for

2,684（70.1%）

To see the carmakersʼ displays of production models

2,546（66.5％）

Eating and drinking at food stalls offering various menus

2,344（61.2%）

To visit the paddock and Premium areas

AUTOSPORT Web

2,054（53.6%）

To see the introductions of all drivers before the final race

2,174（56.7%）

Circuit official

1,781（46.5 %）

(people)

Driver, Team, Director official

1,603（41.8%）

0

1,00

Yes
69.7%

0

2,236（58.4%）

3,00

(including Open pit, Pitwalk, Kidswalk, Grid walk)

0

2,769（69.9%）

2,00

SUPER GT Official SNS

0

No
30.3%
No. of
respondents
3,831

Reason for attending

Information source

Why did you choose to come to a SUPER GT event instead of some other motorsport event?
Multiple answers / Top answer(s) selected

TV/Radio

SUPER GT Plus

2,556（66.7%）

J SPORTS live broadcast

1,781（46.5%）

GTV

1,296（33.8%）

3,405（88.9%）

1,958（51.1%）

Because we can watch so many cars
passing each other on the track in the races

3,350（87.4%）

SUPER GT official guide book

1,257（32.8%）

Because of the competition
between the different tire makers

3,062（79.9%）

Official program

1,202（31.4%）

Because of the unique SUPER GT rules like
performance control (BoP) and weight handicaps

2,971（77.6%）

Because it is now the most popular race series in Japan

2,856（74.5%）

Because there are lots of things to
enjoy at the circuit besides the races
(people)

2,631（68.7%）

Newspaper/Magazine
AUTOSPORT

Car magazine

840（21.9%）

0

3,00

0

2,00

0

1,00

0
(people)

0

0

0

3,00

3,504（91.5%）

Because of the many makes of
JAF GT and FIA GTE cars competing

2,00

Because Japanʼs big three automakers compete
against each other with their cutting-edge technology

1,00

3,533（92.2%）

0

Because of the appeal of the drivers and team managers

Survey locations/days: Rd. 1 Okayama – Rd. 8 Motegi (Excl. Rd.7 Thailand)
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Sponsors
The SUPER GT 2018 series operateed with the sponsorship and cooperation of the title sponsor, Autobacs Seven Co., Ltd., eight series partner companies and 12 series sponsors.

Series Title Sponsor

AUTOBACS (Autobacs Seven Co., Ltd.)
AUTOBACS is Japanʼs largest automotive parts retail and repair service chain.
In addition to its AUTOBACS stores the company also operates giant SUPER AUTOBACS stores.

Series Partners

LEXUS (Toyota Motor Corporation)

Honda (Honda Motor Co., Ltd.)

NISSAN (Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.)

SUBARU (SUBARU Corporation)

Lexus is the luxury auto brand of Toyota Motor
Corporation. In 2017, Toyota returned as a participant
in the FIA World Rally Championship (WRC) for the
first time in 18 years. Toyota also participates a variety
of other motor sports events, such as the 24 Hours of
Le Mans, which the Toyota team won in 2018.

Honda has an illustrious history of accomplishment
in motor sports, and it is the only Japanese maker to
win the Formula 1 world championship title. Also, the
companyʼs works teams are prominent competitors
in motorcycle racing.

This is the carmaker known for its GT-R and Fairlady
Z sports cars. One of Nissan's subsidiaries, Nissan
Motorsports International Co., Ltd., supplies race
machines and technology to races.

The Subaru brand is known for its unique technology
in areas such as all-wheel-drive (AWD) and horizontally
opposed-cylinder engines. It has won double Driver
and Manufacturer titles in the FIA World Rally
Championship (WRC). It also competes on the SUPER
GT circuit.

J SPORTS (J Sports Corporation)

ZF Friedrichshafen AG

GRAN TURISMO (Polyphone Digital Inc.)

Toray Carbon Magic (Toray Carbon Magic Co., Ltd.)

Satellite broadcasting company operating the
Channel 4 sports station. J Sports is the official
SUPER GT broadcaster and sponsor of the seriesʼ
Best Performance Award.

ZF Friedrichshafen AG is the Germany-based
international maker of automotive parts. ZF-made
clutches are used on all GT500 class cars and the
company also sponsors a“ ZF Award” prize.

The driving simulation game series acclaimed for
such realism that drivers use it to learn new courses.
SUPER GT machines also appear in the game series.

In the field of the cutting-edge material, carbon fiber
reinforced plastic (CFRP), this company boast high
levels of technological expertise. It is the manufacturer
of the monocoque used in GT500 machines.

Series Sponsors
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GTA Co.,Ltd

Management Principles
1. Striving to promote appealing SUPER GT racing that expands the satisfaction of the fans.
2. Using SUPER GT activities to promote a sound environment for motorsports and building
richer automotive culture.
3. Contributing to the development of the motorsport industry by developing new sports business.

GTA Co.,Ltd – Company proﬁle
Chairman

Masaaki Bandoh

Capital

85,550,000 Yen

Head Ofﬁce

3F Gotanda YN Bldg., 2-14-2 Nishi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141-0031, Japan
Tel. 81-3-6426-2501 / Fax. 81-3-6426-2504

URL

http://supergt.net

Businesses

Involvement in automobile race events,
Involvement in sponsorships of automobile race events,
Management of films/video of automobile race events, etc.

Board of Directors
Chairman

Masaaki Bandoh

Directors

Yasushi Idogawa
Hiroto Kaneso
Toshikazu Tanaka
Masanao Hayashi

Auditors

Keizo Takahashi
Taro Hishida
Masashi Yamamoto

Executive Ofﬁcers

Shinji Uchida (Sales and Promotion division)
Koichi Tokuda (Race division)

Inquiries

Inquiries concerning the SUPER GT series in general, sponsorship, advertisement etc.
info@mail-supergt.net
Media inquiries
pr_i@mail-supergt.net
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2018.12.17

3F Gotanda YN Bldg., 2-14-2 Nishi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141-0031, Japan
Tel. 81-3-6426-2501 / Fax. 81-3-6426-2504

